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Extreme expectations

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2vXyx_qG6mQ
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Big, Bigger, Biggest
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The new information society

Torrents in the music industry,
Bitcoins in the financial sector
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Jobless recovery in a developing information society

Accountants: 95%

http://www.futuretech.ox.ac.uk/sites/futuretech.ox.ac.uk/files/The_Future_of_Employment_OMS_Working_Paper_1.pdf
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The dark side of Big Data

Big Brother is watching you
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The Target case: life changing events

Andrew Pole had just started
working as a statistician for
Target in 2002…
http://www.nytimes.com/2012/02/19/maga
zine/shopping-habits.html
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Lack of transparency: LG and TP-Link (Philips) example

http://doctorbeet.blogspot.nl/2013/11/lg-smart-tvs-logging-usb-filenames-and.html
http://www.cbpweb.nl/downloads_pb/pb_20130822-persoonsgegevens-smart-tv.pdf
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Big Brother?
That’s us!

Fundamental questions about
Big Data

The profile of the data scientist
Apples and Pears
Suppose we have two jars with apples and pears.
Our prior knowledge is that:
■

Jar A contains 10 apples and 30 pears

■

Jar B contains 20 of each

Fred picks a jar, without further evidence there is a 50% chance
this is jar A (or B).

Jar A

Jar B

Fred pulls out a pear. The new probability that Fred picked bowl A
is 0.75 x 0.5 / ( 0.75 x 0.5 + 0.5 x 0.5 ) = 0.6

P(Hn|E) =

P(E|Hn)P(Hn)
Sum1N (P(E|Hn))

Simpson’s paradox
Although in this simple example Bayesian statistics appears to be straight forward, many subtleties arise
in analysis. One of the more famous pitfalls is called Simpson’s paradox:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Simpson's_paradox
Question:
Do you have a higher chance of survival when falling overboard with or without a life jacket?
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Correlation or Causality?
13

Mechanism Design (Nobel prize 2007)
Sandy
Pentland
(MIT)
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Rules and regulations in a do it yourself society
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Big Data and Society, an ethical perspective
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A Practical Guide to Big Data

Boundary conditions
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Expertise

Scale Up
Phase II

Learn
Phase I

Accelerate
Phase III

Client cases #

0

3

30

90

Data to analyze TB

0

16

160

500

Resources

# FTE

1

7

23

40

Partners

#

1*

1*

3

TBD

Clients

#

1*

2

20

TBD

Characteristics
per phase

- Light weight project based
organisation
- Small investments, no fixed
costs
- Start building expertise on Big
Data environments
- Small technology investments
- Use mostly internal data sets
- One or few partners required

- Build data driven organization
- Data driven organization
according to blue print
ready to address all
- Limited investment & fixed costs
market opportunities
- Start partnerships with external
- Organisational structure
parties
and technical infrastructure
- Extend expertise on Big Data
supports partnering model
environments
- Create pull by adding
- Ready for executing bigger and
value in Big Data domain
more complex projects
- Add data sets from (snowball effect)
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Platform

KAVE
The KPMG Analytics & Visualization Environment (KAVE)
has proven to provide an excellent tool stack for
processing a wide variety of data like telecommunications
and financial services data, containing Data processing,
Visualization, Analytics and Management tools.

The Overview

The Implementation



Horizontally Scalable 



Open Source



Dedicated hardware



Configurable



Virtualized system



Modular



Secure internal network



Secure



Modular and extendable with

Remote (or local) hosting

anonymization by TTP

http://beta.kave.io
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Quantity over Quality
Known symmetric statistical error
• Example:
Typical Gaussian distributed measurement errors
• Solution to get a more accurate mean value:
More data from the same source

Asymmetric Symmetric

Statistical Systematically

Unknown asymmetric systematically error
• Example:
Tidal effects in the lake of Geneva
The TGV on the train track near CERN
• Solution to get a more accurate results:
More data from different sources
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Governance in a data driven organization
D&A Board

Operational units

The D&A board is accountable for
the success of D&A projects. The
board consists of multiple delegates
from the operational and D&A
units. The board is headed by an
executive that reports directly to
the CEO.

Executive Committee

HR

Finance

The D&A units facilitate the
operational units to capitalize on
data through data driven business
models.
Becoming ‘data driven’
As the D&A units mature, the
division of data-oriented
functionalities into operational silos
decreases.

Project
Groups

Processing

Plan of
approach

Understanding D&A services
Data
Acquisition

Vision

Real time analysis

The board is responsible for the
vision, plan of approach and
formation of project groups. Project
groups consist of talent from within
the organization to work out their
own initiatives and ideas.
Participation in these projects is by
invitation only and considered a
career accelerator. Project
development occurs in short cycles.

Business

D&A Board

From ideas to projects

Marketing

Aggregating data

The D&A units provide a variety of
solutions to the operational units.
Operational units will continue to
run and be responsible for their
own activities and associated data.

From data to ideas
The D&A services are managed by
the board. Ideas are collected from
all sources within the organization
(not only from within the D&A
Services groups).

Idea generation

D&A units
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Agile project management

Ambition
Customer
perspective

Breaking the
rules

Vision

Insight into
digitalization

Discovering the digital possibilities

Related worlds

Generating an appetite

Ideas for
digitalization

Powertrack
planning

Business
value

Client
cases

Ambition

Preparation for and creating client cases using a
Big Data opportunity event

Proof of Concept for selected cases and
hand over

Transformation of the solution
and business model

Continuous interaction to orchestrate Big
Data strategy process and if necessary
adjust business case directions.

2 weeks

10 weeks

to be decided

Coordinating the project using a phased and agile approach

Envisioning…

Preparing…

Developing…

Reviewing…

uncovering client
cases using a Big
Data opportunities

selected client cases
for Proof of Concepts

the Proof of Concepts
of the selected client
cases

evaluating the results
and determining the
way forward
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Part of this
proposal
Additional
activities
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Applying Big Data
Start Small

Mortgage Risk Portfolio Management at a large Dutch bank
Background
A Dutch retail bank started a project combining internal and external data
sources. The goal is to model risk for a collection of mortgages based on lifechanging events in order to reduce costs on financially unhealthy clients. By
combining public information on an online house-selling website with internal
bank data, a model has been built to describe and predict the length of
mortgages and to analyze the difference in house-selling price and the
mortgage.
Requirements / Challenges
Company A

■ Privacy challenge: sensitive personal information needs to be anonymized

Customer

3
encryption

Resources
■ Data sources: internal bank data, open data crawled from Funda.nl

Analytics
Institute

Data Hub

Company B

1

encryption

■ More than 200,000 mortgages & over 250,000 homes for sale on
Funda.nl, while limited or no understanding of customers selling houses

2

■ Duration (develop phase): 6 –10 weeks
Solution

3

■ An application crawls the Funda.nl pages on a daily basis
■ The results are loaded into a Teradata Aster Cluster and combined with
bank information on customers and products
■ Mortgages and Funda.nl results are linked based on postal code and
house number

Red line:
clients from
Fin. Health
Dep.

Blue line:
financially
healthy clients

Benefits
Daily insight into the housing market: prices, locations and time and
understanding customers that offer a home or apartment for sale
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Service

Predicting Credit Card Remediation: targeting valuable customers the right way
Background

Conference venue

Usage of multiple credit cards for everyday payments is very common in
Taiwan, and competition between banks with attractive credit card promotion
campaigns is high. To avoid customer churn, a bank needs to come up with
smart and interesting offers at the right moment. Internal data from the bank,
combined with data from the country’s credit card information center (JCIC),
is used to predict which inactive credit card holders are susceptible to a
specific remediation campaign and start using the bank’s credit card again.
Requirements / Challenges
■ Combine transaction data, campaigning data, and external JCIC data
■ Find powerful, discriminating variables in credit card data (300 GB)
Resources
■ KPMG Analytics & Visualization Environment (KAVE) for data processing
■ Duration (develop phase): 3 weeks with a team of data scientists
Solution

Top three plots:
data-discovery plots with conversion
rates, loyalty, and spending patterns for
various types of customers.

Left two diagrams:
A star schema was developed to
combine internal and external data as
input for a machine learning process

■ Combine machine learning with data-driven discovery approach: machine
learning to identify correlations and data-driven discovery to study the
identified correlations in detail, i.e. moving from correlation to causality.
■ Identified groups of valuable customer with highest remediation chance.
Benefits
Raise in effectiveness of a remediation campaign: budget only spent on
inactive customers that are potentially valuable and are considered
susceptible. An estimated increase in revenue regain of € 10-50 million per
month. Enhanced loyalty due to offerings that are relevant for the customer.
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Machine learning pointed to correlations, data-discovery to
causality: 10% of the remediated card holders use their
credit card only for a yearly spending on insurance and
would have remediated regardless any campaign. This
group had a 40% conversion rate compared 16% in total
and was picked up by the algorithms to be contacted first.
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Asset management and planning at a University Medical Center

Monte Carlo simulation to analyze operational efficiency of Operation Room
planning at a large academic hospital. A new blue print for OR planning was
created and needed to be evaluated on performance, expected production
numbers and where issues might arise.
Requirements / Challenges

Reality

Background

■ Handling poor data quality
■ Translate highly flexible human decision-making to rules in model

Resources
■ Data sources: blueprint, historical OR usage data
■ Duration (develop phase): 10 –16 weeks

Simulation

■ Client involvement (expert knowledge) was needed throughout the
process in order to create an expert system for planning

Solution
Built a Monte Carlo simulation model to evaluate the expected performance
of the blueprint in various scenario’s and to quantify these results.

2012

2014

Benefits
With our results, the client gained insight into the expected performance of
the new blueprint, including the expected performance for several
alternative scenario’s.
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Service

Enhancing traffic management through combining multiple large data sources
Background

Conference venue
The Dutch governmental body NDW involves various authorities working closely

10,000 tweets on
motorways in
Jan. & Feb. 2013

together to develop a database providing information on the current traffic
situation on the motorways, secondary roads and urban thoroughfares of the
participating authorities. NDW distributes this data to road authorities and traffic
information providers, who then inform road users of the traffic situation. This
means the road user can be better informed before and during a journey, and
road authorities can optimize traffic flow over the road network.
Requirements / Challenges

Weather radar

How can NDW data be leveraged with external data sources to further enhance
traffic management? Two sources were identified and investigated:
■ Weather radar data (KNMI, www.nationaleregenradar.nl).
■ Tweets on motorways in the Netherlands.
Resources
■ Data: 200 TB from 24,000 measuring points along 6,000 km of roads; 2.5 GB
of tweets with GPS in The Netherlands between Jan-Feb 2013; 10 GB of
weather radar data on precipitation per 5 minute interval in 2013.
■ Duration (pilot) : 2-4 weeks, with 2 data scientists.
Solution
The data sources were combined on the KAVE platform (KPMG Analytics and
Visualization Environment) to find correlations. The ‘Random Forest’ machinelearning technique was applied on historic data to predict traffic situations in
advance based on current and historic road and weather conditions.

Characteristic
transition point
traffic jams
Vehicle intensity vs
density in 2013:
dry vs wet road

Benefits
This pilot demonstrated the possibilities with the data at hand and the technical
feasibility of two use cases relying on weather data and social media through the
usage of Big Data enabling technologies and algorithms. To be continued.

Predicted vehicle intensity
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Behavioral patterns:
Crowd & Mobility management at the Dutch coronation event
Background

Conference venue

Our work for a large Dutch telecom provider allowed us to gain experience
with various cases regarding crowd control and location based services.
Especially for the coronation of the King in 2013, a website and widget were
developed in close collaboration with several parties.
Requirements / Challenges
■ Intensity and movement of crowd on street level based on antenna data
■ Sentiment analysis of social media
■ Real-time feedback
Resources
■ Data sources: aggregated transaction data of mobile phones, Tweets
including GPS coordinates
■ Duration (develop phase): 5 – 10 weeks
Solution
Using open standards for Big Data Analytics, we have developed a base
solution that is scalable to millions of mobile phone users, tweets and other
data points. An intuitive user interface is developed, which is important to
represent analysis results to the public.
Benefits
By combining crowd and sentiment monitoring, valuable real-time information
is available for crowd control and safety purposes. This information can be
used to prevent hazardous situations and instantly respond to incidents. The
strength of this tool is its flexibility to adapt to different types of use; e.g.
emergency services or taxi companies.
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Conclusions and Reflections

Conclusions

The Golden Case:
1. Adds value for society and clients.
2. Shows the potential of Big Data
3. Starts small but is meaningful.
4. Has the potential to scale fast.
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Maybe trust is overrated
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